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In January 2016, Hodder Education acquired select titles from 
the Pearson Singapore Schools’ list, with a clear mission: to 
improve the range of resources available to support schools in 
Singapore and worldwide.

Hodder Education is one of the largest and most experienced 
educational publishers, building our expertise in publishing for 
over 100 years. In 2015, we celebrated our 25 year anniversary 
working with Cambridge International Examinations.

To make sure that we can continually improve the support 
we provide, we opened our new regional office in Singapore 
to respond quickly and effectively to the wide range of ever-
changing needs of educators and learners. Through our regional  
team we aim to provide schools with access to the best range of 
print and digital resources.

Globally, we have published for almost every subject and at 
every learning level, providing resources to schools in over 140 
countries worldwide. Our expertise will allow us to provide the 
best support available to schools, and help them deliver and 
develop world-class practice.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact us:

Telephone: +65 67493551 
Email: Singapore.enquiries@hoddereducation.com
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Primary Chinese

Chinese Little Tree Picture Books
Xiao Shu Hui Ben Cong Shu is a series of levelled Chinese picture books designed 
to help pupils develop oracy, meta-cognition, flair and appreciation of the Chinese 
language and aesthetics, and values.

The series contains stories of different genres that pupils will be familiar with. The 
stories are age-appropriate, where pupils can learn about values within a relevant 
context. The interesting array of illustration styles ensures that pupils remain 
engaged and enthused as they discover the joy of reading.

9789810630577 • Chinese Little Tree Picture Books Primary 1 (Bundle Pack) • $36.00

9789810630584 • Chinese Little Tree Picture Books Primary 2 (Bundle Pack) • $36.00

9789810630591 • Chinese Little Tree Picture Books Primary 3 (Bundle Pack) • $40.00

9789810630614 • Chinese Little Tree Picture Books Primary 4 (Bundle Pack) • $40.00

9789810630621 • Chinese Little Tree Picture Books Primary 5 (Bundle Pack) • $44.00

9789810630638 • Chinese Little Tree Picture Books Primary 6 (Bundle Pack) • $44.00

The SCCL Flying Fish Graded Readers Series
This set of thirty-six readers is currently available in six levels, with six books in each 
level. Parents and teachers will be able to select suitable books in accordance to the 
student’s reading ability, and move progressively to the higher levels as the child’s 
reading ability advances.

This set of readers was written in consideration of the intelligence level and 
psychological development of children from age 7 to 12, and researched and tested in 
the classrooms of primary schools in Singapore. These illustrated stories are designed to 
increase children’s reading interests and enhance their learning.

9789810635169 • The SCCL Flying Fish Graded Readers Series Primary 1 (Bundle Pack) • $28.80

9789810635176 • The SCCL Flying Fish Graded Readers Series Primary 2 (Bundle Pack) • $28.80

9789810635183 • The SCCL Flying Fish Graded Readers Series Primary 3 (Bundle Pack) • $31.20

9789810635817 • The SCCL Flying Fish Graded Readers Series Primary 4 (Bundle Pack) • $31.20

9789810635824 • The SCCL Flying Fish Graded Readers Series Primary 5 (Bundle Pack) • $33.60

9789810635831 • The SCCL Flying Fish Graded Readers Series Primary 6 (Bundle Pack) • $33.60
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Primary Chinese

Chinese Dictionary
The Chinese Picture Dictionary for Primary 1 and 2 is packed with interesting illustrations and 
includes all the 310 new characters from the Higher Chinese and Chinese Character Lists 
(Primary).

Each entry contains simple definitions, authentic examples of words, phrases and sentences 
from relevant teaching and reading materials, full Hanyu Pinyin annotations, as well as 
engaging exercises to reinforce learning. In the appendices, there are full answer keys 
and other useful information on Chinese phonetics and Chinese characters. Presented in 
clear, uncluttered layout, it is a practical guide for students, parents and Chinese language 
teachers.

9789810630522 • The Chinese Picture Dictionary for Primary 1 • $16.75

9789810630539 • The Chinese Picture Dictionary for Primary 2 • $16.00

9789810630546 • The Chinese Dictionary for Primary 3 • $16.00

9789810636494 • The Chinese Dictionary for Primary 4 • $18.00

9789810636500 • The Chinese Dictionary for Primary 5 • $18.00

9789810636517 • The Chinese Dictionary for Primary 6 • $18.00
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Primary English

About English
Build Your Vocab Practice
The Build Your Vocab Practice is a series written to provide students with ample exercises 
to improve their vocabulary knowledge. There are two books in this series:

9789810635008 • About English: Build Your Vocab Practice Primary 1 • $6.50

9789810636418 • About English: Build Your Vocab Practice Primary 2 • $6.50

Effective Grammar
The Effective Grammar series will help pupils to learn and master the different 
components of grammar. All exercises have been carefully-graded to provide systematic 
coverage of essential grammar items, as well as give pupils the practice they need to 
reinforce their understanding of grammar usage. A good grasp of grammar is key to 
building a strong foundation in the English language: given the right resources, every 
child can become an effective user of the English language.

9789810634995 • About English: Effective Grammar Primary 1 • $6.50

9789810636401 • About English: Effective Grammar Primary 2 • $6.50

9789810617066 • Practice Effective Grammar Primary 3 • $6.45

9789810617073 • Practice Effective Grammar Primary 4 • $6.45

9789810617080 • Practice Effective Grammar Primary 5 • $6.45

9789810617097 • Practice Effective Grammar Primary 6 • $6.45

Synthesis & Transformation
About English: Synthesis and Transformation provides pupils with a strong foundation in 
the use of various connectors and key structures. It features examples and explanations 
with illustrations to aid pupils’ understanding. A wide range of graded exercises reinforce 
what has been taught while revision tests allow pupils to assess their knowledge. Various 
types of written exercises test pupils’ ability to put into writing the grammatical items that 
have been taught.

9789810635015 • About English: Synthesis & Transformation Primary 1 • $6.00

9789810636425 • About English: Synthesis & Transformation Primary 2 • $6.50

9789814676908 • About English: Synthesis & Transformation Primary 3 (Revised Edition) • $6.55

9789814676915 • About English: Synthesis & Transformation Primary 4 (Revised Edition) • $6.55

9789814676922 • About English: Synthesis & Transformation Primary 5 (Revised Edition) • $6.55

9789814676939 • About English: Synthesis & Transformation Primary 6 (Revised Edition) • $6.55

Test Papers Practice
About English: Test Papers provides a wide variety of rigorous and challenging exercises 
to assess pupils’ understanding of the English language. The practice test papers contain 
actual components tested in schools. The test papers provide ample practice for pupils 
preparing for their examinations. This useful resource helps pupils archive excellent 
results.

9789810635022 • About English: Test Papers Practice Primary 1 • $6.20

9789810636432 • About English: Test Papers Practice Primary 2 • $6.50
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Primary English

About Grammar
Pupil’s Book
The About Grammar series is a product of many ‘firsts’. It is:

• the first grammar series developed in collaboration with the Ministry of Education

• the first to teach grammar explicitly using an approach where meaning is emphasised

About Grammar does not just list grammar rules or merely explain grammar concepts. 
It provides examples of grammar in everyday use, and more importantly, it provides 
explanations for how grammar actually affects language. For example, pupils do not just 
learn a list of verbs and verb forms. Instead they will learn how using different forms of 
verbs can affect meaning.

The series aims to create an understanding that language works in a systematic manner, 
and then to develop in pupils the ability to apply this understanding in their writing and 
speech.

9789810626563 • About Grammar: Basic Pupil’s Book • $8.25

9789810627966 • About Grammar: Basic Pupil’s Book with Grammar Wheel • $8.95

9789810630645 • About Grammer: Basic Workbook • $8.15

9789810629694 • About Grammar: Intermediate Pupil’s Book • $10.05

9789810632250 • About Grammar: Intermediate Reference Book with Grammar Wheel • $10.95

English Other
Focus on Situational Writing
This series is concerned with:

• Subject Matter: pupils are encouraged to look to the newspapers for 
information and ideas, and to improve their vocabulary

• Vocabulary: useful expressions are highlighted. Pupils are advised to 
create their own word bank

• Grammar: grammar is the glue that binds subject matter and vocabulary. 
Pupils are taught how to get their tenses right.

9789812476401 • Focus on Situational Writing Primary 5 • $5.60

9789812476418 • Focus on Situational Writing Primary 6 • $5.80
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Primary English

Grammar Workout
Grammar Workout has been developed to help pupils develop a firm foundation in English grammar and 
covers a range of topics, from subject-verb agreement to punctuation. Each unit starts off with a passage 
that has words or phrases that are underlined or in bold to emphasise the teaching points, for better clarity.

9789810626587 • Grammar Workout Primary 1 • $6.50

9789810626594 • Grammar Workout Primary 2 • $7.45

9789810626600 • Grammar Workout Primary 3 • $7.45

9789810626617 • Grammar Workout Primary 4 • $7.45

9789810626624 • Grammar Workout Primary 5 • $7.45

9789810626631 • Grammar Workout Primary 6 • $7.45

Listening Comprehension
Listening Comprehension prepares pupils for the Listening Comprehension 
component of the English Language examination. It contains twelve challenging 
test papers and comes with a set of guidelines, with clear, easy-to-understand tips 
to help train students to be discerning and alert in answering questions accurately.

9789810600754 • Listening Comprehension Primary 5 (Book + Transcript + CD) • $24.90

9789810600778 • Listening Comprehension Primary 6 (Book + Transcript + CD) • $24.45

Mastering English Grammar & Vocabulary
The series contains clear, simple and easy to understand explanations and 
examples to illustrate grammar items and rules. It also features grammar-smart tips 
to provide helpful tips on how to avoid common grammar mistakes. It provides 
practice exercises to build pupils’ confidence in the use of grammar and vocabulary 
and has contents connected to text types to reinforce pupils’ learning in a variety of 
challenging text types.

9789812479921 • Mastering English Grammar & Vocabulary Primary 3&4 • $8.35

9789812477354 • Mastering English Grammar & Vocabulary Primary 5&6 • $9.70

Grammar for Secondary 1-5 Reference Book
The only grammar reference for Secondary students developed collaboratively with the Ministry of 
Education (MOE), Singapore. Draw on over 100 combined years of grammar expertise from the publishers 
of First Aid in English and grammar and linguistics expert, Dr Lubna Alsagoff.

Grammar for Secondary 1-5 Reference Book:

• Presents grammar in context using real-world examples

• Builds understanding with a two-part structure that first shows how words are used to form sentences, 
then how these in turn are used to create different types of text

• Structures learning with terms at the start of the book and activities throughout that stretch and check 
understanding

9781471837463 • Grammar for Secondary 1-5 Reference Book • $10.75
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Primary Mathematics

About Mathematics
Build Your Foundation
This series is written to support pupils in their acquisition of fundamental 
mathematical concepts. It helps them build a strong foundation in mathematics 
which is essential in tackling more challenging mathematical problems.

9789810634889 • About Maths: Build Your Foundation Practice Primary 1 • $10.75

9789810636654 • About Maths: Build Your Foundation Practice Primary 2 • $11.15

9789810637668 • About Maths: Build Your Foundation Practice Primary 3 • $11.15

Drill and Practice
These titles reinforce pupils’ understanding of mathematical concepts and 
increases their confidence in solving mathematical problems. This must-have book 
equips pupils with all they need to know to achieve competency in dealing with 
Mathematics tests and examinations. Reviews of each chapter are also provided to 
consolidate learning.

9789810634858 • About Mathematics: Drill and Practice Primary 1 • $7.90

9789810636623 • About Mathematics: Drill and Practice Primary 2 • $8.35

My Weekly Companion
Organised by topics based on the latest Primary Mathematics Syllabus issued by 
the Ministry of Education, Singapore. This weekly workbook reinforces concepts 
learnt in school and comprises two volumes: Book A for the first semester of the 
academic year, Book B for the second semester of the academic year.

9789810634834 • About Mathematics: My Weekly Companion Primary 1 Book A • $6.45

9789810634841 • About Mathematics: My Weekly Companion Primary 1 Book B • $6.90

9789810636609 • About Mathematics: My Weekly Companion Primary 2 Book A • $6.50

9789810636616 • About Mathematics: My Weekly Companion Primary 2 Book B • $7.00

Road to A*
Road to A* Mathematics is a formative assessment series. In this series, concepts 
related to all the topics are presented in three steps:

Step 1 – Prepare Yourself: Study notes on concepts and skills, and worked 
examples

Step 2 – Assess Yourself: Question(s) to assess pupil’s understanding

Step 3 – Test Yourself: End-of-topic practice questions to consolidate 
concepts and skills learnt

9789810634865 • About Mathematics: Road to A* Primary 1 Practice • $7.50

9789810636630 • About Mathematics: Road to A* Primary 2 Practice • $8.35

9789810637651 • About Mathematics: Road to A* Primary 3 Practice • $7.95
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Primary Health/Primary Music

Perfect Match Music
Focusing on active music-making, the Perfect Match Music series adopts an 
interactive approach. The fun, hands-on activities covered encourage pupils 
to respond spontaneously to music and to compose music themselves. They 
reinforce the concepts learnt by challenging pupils to apply their music knowledge 
in creative ways. Cross-curricular activities are also incorporated to make music 
learning more enriching.

9789810607616 • Perfect Match Music Textbook Primary 1 • $7.80

9789810607623 • Perfect Match Music Textbook Primary 2 • $7.80

9789810607630 • Perfect Match Music Textbook Primary 3 • $7.80

9789810607647 • Perfect Match Music Textbook Primary 4 • $7.80

9789810610838 • Perfect Match Music Textbook Primary 5 • $7.65

9789810610845 • Perfect Match Music Textbook Primary 6 • $7.65

Perfect Match Music: Only for sale in: Hong 
Kong, Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, Singapore

Perfect Match Health
The Perfect Match Health Education series comprises six textbook-cum-activity 
books that are organised around three key dimensions of health education. These 
include:

• Physical health

• The environment and your health

• Emotional and psychological health

Topics from these three dimensions are taught through a variety of engaging 
activities such as surveys, role plays and mind maps. Each dimension is colour-
coded for easy recognition.

9789810601881 • Perfect Match Health Textbook Primary 1 • $3.20

9789810601898 • Perfect Match Health Textbook Primary 2 • $3.20

9789810601904 • Perfect Match Health Textbook Primary 3 • $3.20

9789810607364 • Perfect Match Health Textbook Primary 4 • $3.05

9789810607371 • Perfect Match Health Textbook Primary 5 • $3.05

9789810607388 • Perfect Match Health Textbook Primary 6 • $3.05
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Primary Science

About Science
My Weekly Companion
The My Weekly Companion series is designed to help students acquire a better 
grasp of scientific concepts. There are two books in this series:

• Book A (covers topics under Diversity and Energy)

• Book B (covers topics under Cycles, Systems and Interactions)

9789810637446 • About Science: My Weekly Companion Primary 3/4 (Book A) • $9.90

9789810637453 • About Science: My Weekly Companion Primary 3/4 (Book B) • $9.90

Process Skills
This series focuses on enhancing pupils’ understanding of science concepts, and 
their ability to answer science questions, through the use of process skills.

9789810637491 • About Science: Process Skills • $9.90

Challenging Questions
This series has more than 160 challenging questions including inter-thematic 
questions. It aims to prepare pupils for tests and examinations by exposing them 
to a variety of challenging questions.

9789810637477 • About School: Challenging Questions Primary 3/4 • $8.35

Home Practice
About Science: Home Practice is specially written to provide reinforcement of 
the scientific concepts learnt in the classroom. The book also provides ample 
exercises for pupils to reinforce their learning.

9789810637484 • About Science: Home Practice Primary 3/4 • $9.90

Tests
This book is specially written to provide ample practice at unit level as well as 
theme level. It follows the Primary Science syllabus closely and aims to reinforce 
concepts learnt and prepare for tests.

9789810637460 • About Science: Tests Primary 3/4 • $9.90
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Primary Science

Science Other
Perfect Match
The Perfect Match Science series is designed to leverage on pupils’ natural 
curiosity and nurture the inquirer in them, which is central to the latest Singapore 
Science Curriculum Framework. It facilitates teachers in the conduct of inquiry and 
encourages pupils to experience Science through:

• an inquiry-based approach – inquiry questions, infused throughout the texts 
and features, stimulate thinking and provoke curiosity

• hands-on and minds-on activities – features such as ‘Activity Time’ and 
‘Investigation’ in the Textbooks, and experiments in the Activity Books and 
Guided Workbooks, promote active learning

• further exploration – features such as ‘Extra Fact’ and ‘Inquire Further’ help 
pupils develop relevant skills and processes and to go beyond the Textbooks

• the REAL world – Science is brought to life through the effective use of 
photographs and illustrations; outdoor learning and field trips suggested 
throughout the books allow pupils to immerse themselves in the real world of 
Science

9789810604547 • Primary 3/4 Cycles (Textbook) • $2.75

9789810604530 • Primary 3/4 Diversity (Textbook) • $3.85

9789810604561 • Primary 3/4 Energy (Textbook) • $2.75

9789810604554 • Primary 3/4 Interactions (Textbook) • $2.15

9789810604578 • Primary 3/4 Systems (Textbook) • $2.15

9789810604592 • Primary 3/4 Cycles (Activity Book) • $1.40

9789810604585 • Primary 3/4 Diversity (Activity Book) • $2.00

9789810604615 • Primary 3/4 Energy (Activity Book) • $1.80

9789810604608 • Primary 3/4 Interactions (Activity Book) • $1.20

9789810604622 • Primary 3/4 Systems (Activity Book) • $1.40

9789810607005 • Primary 5/6 Cycles (Textbook) • $3.45

9789810607036 • Primary 5/6 Energy (Textbook) • $2.60

9789810607029 • Primary 5/6 Interactions (Textbook) • $4.95

9789810607012 • Primary 5/6 Systems (Textbook) • $3.05

9789810607050 • Primary 5/6 Cycles (Activity Book) • $2.15

9789810607081 • Primary 5/6 Energy (Activity Book) • $2.15

9789810607074 • Primary 5/6 Interactions (Activity Book) • $2.50

9789810607067 • Primary 5/6 Systems (Activity Book) • $2.25
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Secondary Design & Technology

Design for Life
Design in Life: Design & Technology for Lower Secondary is a comprehensive 
reference written at lower secondary level. Filled with concise explanations, clear 
illustrations and practical examples, this book will effectively help students to 
learn about the role of design in society.

Many interesting key concepts, techniques, references to daily applications, 
activities, examples and tips are featured in the topics covering Design 
Technology, and Material and Practical Processes.

9789812479556 • Design in Life: Design and Technology for Lower Secondary 
Secondary 1-2 S/E/N(A)/N(T) Textbook • $11.60

9789812479570 • Design for Life: Design and Technology for Upper Secondary 
Secondary 3-4 S/E & Secondary 5 N(A) Textbook • $27.25

Only for sale in: Thailand, Indonesia, Malaysia, Mauritius, 
South Africa, Trinidad, Pakistan, India, Singapore
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Secondary English

All About English
Grammar Series
All About English: Grammar Series helps you gain a solid foundation on essential 
grammatical items, structures and rules.

These books build your proficiency in grammar through many systematic, easy-
to-follow lessons designed for progressive learning. Each lesson instils correct 
usage and develops awareness of common and developmental errors. Extended 
Learning Points impart relevant tips to refine your understanding of the lesson at 
hand.

Exercises test and reinforce grammar proficiency at the word, phrase, sentence 
and text levels. Ideal for self-study and classroom use, these books will help you 
sort through important grammar issues.

9789810626860 • All About English: Grammar Book 1 Lower Secondary • $10.90

9789810626877 • All About English: Grammar Book 2 Lower Secondary • $10.90

Grammar Editing
Designed to help students achieve success in the editing section of the ‘O’ Level 
examination paper. Students will learn how to identify and correct errors in the 
context of the text. They will also encounter a wide range of passages of varying 
degrees of difficulty. The book is divided into two parts:

• Part I comprises a list of the various types of errors students will find in a 
passage as well as tips for tackling the passage. A worked example is also 
provided.

• Part II comprises editing practices which are divided into three distinct 
categories — basic, intermediate and advanced.

Each category has 10 passages. These categories provide a progressive approach 
to mastering the skills needed for the identification and correction of grammatical 
errors in a range of texts. Detailed explanations can be found in the answers 
section to strengthen their understanding of grammar and the types of errors 
found in texts.

9789810637675 • All About English: Grammar Editing Lower Secondary • $10.50

9789810636302 • All About English: Grammar Editing Upper Secondary • $8.35
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Secondary English

Effective Guide for ‘O’ Level (3rd Edition)
All About English: Effective Guide for ‘O’ Level (3rd Edition) helps students 
master the skills for grammar, essay writing, comprehension, listening and oral 
communication. An audio CD-ROM containing audio tracks and transcripts 
for Paper 3 is included. Students can use the book to target specific areas for 
improvement in English Language. Chapter 1 helps students to strengthen their 
foundation in grammar and vocabulary.

Chapter 2 helps students revise their understanding of the different types of texts 
and offers tips to tackle mixed texts. Chapters 3 to 6 focus on specific papers in 
the ‘O’ Level examination. Each chapter is sub-divided according to the various 
sections of a Paper.

9789810634667 • All About English: Effective Guide for ‘O’ Level (3rd Edition) • $16.75

Understanding Visual Texts Upper Secondary
In this book, students will learn to read and analyse visual texts using signposts 
such as Purpose, Audience, Context and Culture (PACC), and explanations of 
visual text features. They will also learn how visuals and written text work together 
to convey a specific message. Students will also be familiarised with various 
types of examination questions and answering techniques. Through guided 
explanations and worked examples, students will be equipped with the necessary 
skills to approach visual text questions.

9789810636531 • All About English: Understanding Visual Texts Upper Secondary • $9.80
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Secondary English

Upper Secondary Comprehension
All About English: Comprehension (Upper Secondary) contains visual texts and comprehension 
passages that have also been selected for their relevance and currency and cover a range of 
writing styles and issues. The book is structured in three parts:

• Part I provides an analysis of the various types of questions and the targeted skills and 
answering techniques in the three sections. A glossary on understanding literary devices is 
included to help students tackle questions, which focus on the use of language for impact.

• Part II comprises worked examples for Sections A, B and C. Each worked example provides a 
guide on how to tackle each question, the contextual information surrounding the question 
and the specific key words or phrases that students need to consider. Notes are also provided 
to help students make connections between the information in the text and the requirements 
of the question.

• Part III contains practice passages for all three sections. To guide students in completing the 
practices, the purpose of each question is set in bold for Section A and the different types of 
comprehension questions have been highlighted for Sections B and C.

9789810634346 • All About English: Upper Secondary Comprehension • $12.10

‘O’ Level English Power-Packed Vocabulary (2nd Edition)
All About English: ‘O’ Level Power-Packed Vocabulary (2nd Edition) is designed to equip you with 
an extensive vocabulary to enhance your thinking and reading skills. It is divided into four parts:

• Part 1: Building Your Vocabulary

• Part 2: Tackling the Essay Question in the GCE ‘O’ Level English Language Paper 1

• Part 3: Tackling the Vocabulary, Language Use and Language Appreciation Components in the 
GCE ‘O’ Level English Language Paper 2

• Part 4: GCE ‘O’ Level Words You Should Know

9789810637385 • All About English: ‘O’ Level English Power-Packed Vocabulary (2nd Edition) • $14.90

Developing Situational Writing
Developing Situational Writing Skills: A Model Approach series (3rd Edition) takes students 
through all the various text forms and writing tasks, helping them master skills and techniques that 
are essential for achieving success in the Situational Writing component of school tests and the 
GCE ‘O’ Level English Language examination.

It covers the skills needed for writing formal and informal letters, information sheets, brochures 
and pamphlets. The book has been extensively revised to include more language items and an 
accompanying visual text for each situation.

9789810634674 • Developing Situational Writing Skills: A Model Approach Volume 1 (3rd Edition) • $16.75

9789810634759 • Developing Situational Writing Skills: A Model Approach Volume 2 (3rd Edition) • $17.75
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Secondary Geography

All About Geography
Lower Secondary Environment and Resources
9789810634391 • All About Geography: Lower Secondary Environment and Resources Textbook • $13.30

9789810634407 • All About Geography: Lower Secondary Environment and Resources Workbook • $7.40

Lower Secondary Geographical Skills
All About Geography: Geographical Skills and Investigations aims to help students reinforce the 
geographical skills that they have learnt in school, in the areas of topographical map-reading, 
geographical data interpretation and fieldwork investigations.

The exercises feature questions based on real-world data that are represented in graphs, charts, 
maps, photographs and satellite images. 

Features:

• Clear explanations on fieldwork techniques to facilitate learning

• Real-world data to develop core skills in map reading and data interpretation

• Exercises with varying levels of difficulty to achieve competency

• Detailed answers to aid understanding

9789814767040 • All About Geography: Lower Secondary Geographical Skills • $13.05

Secondary 2 Urban Living
The All About Geography series facilitate students’ learning in exploring the important 
geographical issues in our world today. The books will also help students acquire key 
geographical investigation and data skills. Questions and activities are included to trigger 
students’ thinking and reinforce their understanding.

9789810634438 • All About Geography: Secondary 2 Urban Living Textbook • $12.30

9789810634445 • All About Geography: Secondary 2 Urban Living Workbook • $7.00
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Secondary Geography

Upper Secondary Physical Geography
The All About Geography series are core instructional materials that facilitate students’ learning in 
exploring the important geographical issues in our world today. The books will also help students 
acquire key geographical investigation and data skills. Questions and activities are included to 
trigger students’ thinking and reinforce their understanding.

9789810638627 • All About Geography: Upper Secondary Physical Geography Textbook (Revised Edition) 
• $18.90

9789810638634 • All About Geography: Upper Secondary Physical Geography Elective Textbook 
(Revised Edition) • $13.65

Upper Secondary Human Geography
The All About Geography series are core instructional materials that facilitate students’ learning in 
exploring the important geographical issues in our world today. The books will also help students 
acquire key geographical investigation and data skills. Questions and activities are included to 
trigger students’ thinking and reinforce their understanding.

9789810633257 • All About Geography: Upper Secondary Human Geography (Full) Textbook • $17.40

9789810633264 • All About Geography: Upper Secondary Human Geography (Elective) Textbook • $11.65

Revision Guide
All About Geography: Revision Guides are comprehensive guides that facilitate easy revision 
and provide ample practice and effective self-assessment for Geography students. Packed with 
clear notes and graphic presentations such as diagrams, charts, graphs and maps, these handy 
guides also test students’ knowledge and understanding as well as their skill at comprehending, 
applying, synthesising and evaluating the content they have learnt. Suggested frameworks and 
answers to all questions are provided to aid learning.

9789814767019 • All About Geography: Revision Guide Secondary 1 (E/NA) • $13.95

9789814767071 • All About Geography: Revision Guide Secondary 2 (E/NA) • $13.95

9789810634612 • All About Geography: Revision Guide Secondary 3 (E/NA) • $13.95

9789814767026 • All About Geography: Revision Guide Secondary 4 (E/NA) • $13.95

Geography Other
General Geography in Diagrams
General Geography in Diagrams deal with the biophysical environment of man and his interaction 
with it. This book comprises the full text of the metric edition of the author’s Physical Geography 
in Diagrams with a complete section in human geography.

9789812443717 • General Geography in Diagrams • $40.00
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Secondary History

All About History
Developing Skills for Modern World History ‘O’/’N’ Level
This is the perfect companion to the All About History, Unit 2: The World in Crisis Textbook. 
An indispensable guide for students, All About History: Developing Skills for Modern World 
History equips students with the essential skills for History at ‘O’ Level.

Packed with clear notes and tips to explain skills required to tackle source-based and 
structured essay questions, this handy guide aids students in interpreting a variety of sources 
and in answering questions on a wide range of topics. Suggested frameworks and detailed 
answers to all questions are provided to facilitate learning.

9789810634490 • All About History: Developing Skills for Modern World History ‘O’/’N’ Level • $12.10

Revision Guide
The All About History: Revision Guides are the perfect companions to the All About History 
Unit 1 and Unit 2 Textbooks. Packed with comprehensive notes and well-designed questions, 
these essential guides speed up students’ learning process and help them revise effectively.

Features and benefits:

• Clear and concise study notes that summarise key facts for easy understanding

• Useful examination tips that provide scaffolding, explanations and worked examples for 
handling various source-based case studies and structured-essay questions

• Guided answers that adequately prepare students for their examinations

9789810634483 • All About History: Modern World Revision Guide Secondary 3(E/NA) • $10.25

9789814767057 • All About History: Modern World Revision Guide Secondary 4(E/NA) • $9.90

9789810634506 • All About History: Southeast Asia Revision Guide Secondary 3 (E/NA) • $7.45

9789814767064 • All About History: Southeast Asia Revision Guide Secondary 4 (E/NA) • $11.95
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Secondary Mathematics

All About Mathematics
Additional Mathematics: 1001 Questions for ‘O’ Level
All About Additional Mathematics: 1001 Questions for ‘O’ Level provides students with ample practice 
to be better prepared for tests and the ‘O’ Level examinations. It is based on the latest GCE ‘O’ Level 
Additional Mathematics syllabus.

Graded questions:

• Assess students’ problem-solving skills

• Challenging questions marked with asterisks

Full solutions:

• Facilitate understanding and learning

• Help students to improve their problem solving skills and verify their method of solving 
challenging questions

9789810636999 • All About Additional Mathematics: 1001 Questions for ‘O’ Level • $15.80

Effective Guide for Secondary 
This indispensable study guide trains students to score well in their Mathematics tests and 
examinations. Packed with comprehensive notes and questions, this book facilitates students’ 
learning and helps them revise effectively. Worked examples with step-by-step solutions aid 
students in applying concepts learnt. Rigorous revision exercises expose students to various types 
of questions, providing the necessary practice.

9789810637750 • All About Mathematics: Effective Guide for Secondary 1 Express • $10.75

9789810637767 • All About Mathematics: Effective Guide for Secondary 2 Express • $10.75

Learning Through Examples
The All About Mathematics: Learning Through Examples series consists of instructive books that provide 
step-by-step worked examples to facilitate students’ learning in order to achieve success in their examination.

Organised by topics, this essential book provides students with a comprehensive revision tool for their school 
tests and examinations. Each chapter comes with:

• Notes on important concepts

• Mathematical formulae

• Numerous worked examples

• Ample practice exercises

Revision papers available at the end of the book function as summative assessment for 
semestral examinations preparation. Answers to all questions are provided.

9789810634896 • All About Mathematics: Learning Through Examples Secondary 1 Express • $13.05

9789810637422 • All About Mathematics: Learning Through Examples Secondary 2 Express • $13.05

9789810637521 • All About Mathematics: Learning Through Examples Secondary 3 Express • $15.40
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Secondary Mathematics/ 
Secondary Principles of Accounts

Revision Guide ‘O’ Level
All About Additional Mathematics: Revision Guide ‘O’ Level Volumes 1 and 2 help 
students master key concepts and principles that are essential for achieving success in 
their school tests and GCE ‘O’ Level Additional Mathematics examination. These practical 
guides feature:

• Study Notes explain key concepts, terms and formulae and identify focus areas for 
revision

• Examination Tips point out effective ways to solve problem and highlight common 
mistakes and misconceptions

• Worked Examples reinforce students’ problem-solving and mathematical skills

• Graded Questions assess students’ level of competence, challenge students with 
difficult questions which are marked with asterisks (* or **), and provide ample 
practice and reinforce the learning of concepts

9789810635862 • All About Additional Mathematics: Revision Guide ‘O’ Level Volume 1 • $13.05

9789810635879 • All About Additional Mathematics: Revision Guide ‘O’ Level Volume 2 • $13.05

Mathematics Other
Additional Mathematics
This textbook emphasises the understanding of mathematical concepts using a clear and 
systematic approach. Students will be able to develop an inquisitive mind, hone their 
thinking skills as well as expand their mathematcial knowledge through problem solving.

9789812352118 • Additional Mathematics (Textbook) • $20.25

Secondary Principles of Accounts
All About Principles of Accounts
The All About Principles of Accounts textbook and workbook are specially 
designed with interesting features to help students master important accounting 
concepts and processes in the context of business scenarios. The textbook meets 
the latest requirements for students taking the GCE O-Level and N(A)-Level 
Principles of Accounts.

9789810634520 • All About Principles of Accounts Textbook (New Syllabus 2014) • $18.20

9789810634537 • All About Principles of Accounts Workbook (New Syllabus 2014) • $6.75
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Lower Secondary Science

All About Science
All About Science for Lower Secondary
The All About Science for Lower Secondary series is written to provide students with a 
solid foundation for scientific literacy in students, and develop in them the relevant skills 
of inquiry needed to better understand and apply scientific concepts and principles in 
everyday life. It also inculcates in them a sense of appreciation for science and scientific 
inquiry as important tools in helping them to explore their natural and physical world.

9789810631369 • All About Science for Lower Secondary Textbook Volume A • $11.95

9789810631376 • All About Science for Lower Secondary Textbook Volume B • $12.40

9789810631383 • All About Science for Lower Secondary Theory Workbook Volume A • $5.75

9789810631390 • All About Science for Lower Secondary Theory Workbook Volume B • $6.15

9789810631406 • All About Science for Lower Secondary Practical Workbook Volume A • $4.75

9789810631413 • All About Science for Lower Secondary Practical Workbook Volume B • $5.05

Effective Guide for Lower Secondary
All About Science: Effective Guide for Lower Secondary series provides ample practice 
for students. This series focuses on enhancing students’ understanding of the processes 
involved in learning science.

Features:

• Clear and concise explanations of science process skills to facilitate independent 
learning

• Stimulating MCQs, structured questions and free-response questions to aid the 
application of process skills

• Detailed answers to facilitate independent learning.

9789810634933 • All About Science: Effective Guide for Lower Secondary Volume 1 • $8.50

9789810634940 • All About Science: Effective Guide for Lower Secondary Volume 2 • $9.90
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Secondary Biology

All About Biology
1001 MCQs for ‘O’ Level
All About Biology: 1001 MCQs for ‘O’ Level categorises questions into three levels of difficulty:

• Level 1: Recall questions or questions which require a single concept to solve

• Level 2: Application questions or questions which require 2 or 3 concepts to solve

• Level 3: Application questions or questions which require 3 or more concepts to solve

At the end of each unit, cross-topical extension questions are included to further challenge 
students.

9789810634988 • All About Biology: 1001 MCQs for ‘O’ Level • $15.40

All About Biology: MCQ Workout
All About Biology: Multiple-Choice Questions Workout ‘O’ Level provides ample practice for 
students to excel in their GCE ‘O’ Level Biology examination. Topical questions provide targeted 
practice for students. The wide variety of questions consolidate knowledge and act as final 
preparation before the preliminary and GCE ‘O’ Level Biology examinations. Features include:

• Questions grouped according to the latest ‘O’ Level Biology syllabus

• Varied questions thoroughly test students’ understanding and application of Biology 
concepts

• Detailed answers to facilitate independent learning

9789810635923 • All About Biology: MCQ Workout • $11.15

Structured and Free-Response Question Workout ‘O’ Level
This indispensable book provides ample practice for students to excel in their GCE ‘O’ Level 
Biology examination. Topical questions provide targeted practice for students. The wide variety 
of questions consolidate knowledge and act as final preparation before the preliminary and GCE 
‘O’ Level Biology examinations.

9789810637378 • All About Biology: Structured and Free-Response Question Workout ‘O’ Level • $15.45

Biology Other
Hodder Education Quick Study Guide Science Biology ‘O’ Level 
(3rd Edition)
9789814676892 • Hodder Education Quick Study Guide Science Biology ‘O’ Level (3rd Edition) • $8.95

LQSG Biology ‘O’ Level (2nd Edition)
9789814676885 • LQSG Biology ‘O’ Level (2nd Edition) • $11.70
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Secondary Chemistry

All About Chemistry
All About Chemistry ‘O’ Level
The All About Chemistry series is written to provide students with a solid 
foundation for scientific literacy in students, and develop in them the relevant 
skills of inquiry needed to better understand and apply chemistry concepts and 
principles in everyday life. It also inculcates in them a sense of appreciation for 
science and scientific inquiry as important tools in helping them to explore their 
natural and physical world.

9789810631154 • All About Chemistry: ‘O’ Level Textbook • $30.35

9789810631161 • All About Chemistry: ‘O’ Level Theory Workbook • $8.95

9789810631178 • All About Chemistry: ‘O’ Level Practical Workbook • $8.90

1001 MCQs for ‘O’ Level
All About Chemistry: 1001 MCQs for ‘O’ Level is structured according to themes 
based on the new syllabus, this highly recommended book categorises questions 
into three levels of difficulty:

• Level 1: Recall questions or questions which require a single concept to solve

• Level 2: Application questions or questions which require 2 or 3 concepts to 
solve

• Level 3: Application questions or questions which require 3 or more concepts 
to solve

At the end of each unit, cross-topical extension questions are included to further 
challenge students.

9789810626310 • All About Chemistry: 1001 MCQs for ‘O’ Level • $15.40

MCQ Questions Workout ‘O’ Level
This indispensable book provides ample practice for students to excel in their 
GCE ‘O’ Level Chemistry examination. Topical questions provide targeted practice 
for students. The wide variety of questions consolidate knowledge and act as final 
preparation before the preliminary and GCE ‘O’ Level Chemistry examinations.

9789810636548 • All About Chemistry: MCQ Questions Workout ‘O’ Level • $11.15
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Secondary Chemistry

Structured and Free-Response Question Workout ‘O’ Level
All About Chemistry: Structured & Free-Response Questions Workout ‘O’ Level is an indispensable 
book that provide ample practice for students to excel in their GCE ‘O’ Level Chemistry 
examination.

Topical questions provide targeted practice for students. The wide variety of questions consolidate 
knowledge and act as final preparation before the preliminary and GCE ‘O’ Level Chemistry 
examinations. Features include:

• Questions grouped according to the latest ‘O’ Level Chemistry syllabus

• Varied questions thoroughly test students’ understanding and application of Chemistry 
concepts

• Detailed answers to facilitate independent learning

9789810635930 • All About Chemistry: Structured and Free-Response Question Workout ‘O’ Level • $15.45

Chemistry Other
Hodder Education Quick Study Guide Science Chemistry 
‘O’ Level (3rd Edition) 
9789814676854 • Hodder Education Quick Study Guide Science Chemistry ‘O’ Level (3rd Edition) • $11.95

LQSG Chemistry ‘O’ Level (3rd Edition) 
9789814676847 • LQSG Chemistry ‘O’ Level (3rd Edition) • $13.50
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Secondary Physics

All About Physics
All About Physics ‘O’ Level
The All About Physics series is written to provide students with a solid foundation 
for scientific literacy in students, and develop in them the relevant skills of inquiry 
needed to better understand and apply chemistry concepts and principles in 
everyday life. It also inculcates in them a sense of appreciation for science and 
scientific inquiry as important tools in helping them to explore their natural and 
physical world.

9789810631307 • All About Physics: ‘O’ Level Textbook • $29.90

9789810631314 • All About Physics: ‘O’ Level: Theory Workbook • $9.55

9789810631321 • All About Physics: ‘O’ Level: Practical Workbook • $8.50

1001 MCQs for ‘O’ Level
All About Physics and Science Physics: 1001 MCQs for ‘O’ Level provides students 
with ample practice to achieve high marks in the multiple-choice section of their 
GCE ‘O’ Level examinations. Structured according to themes based on the new 
syllabus, this highly recommended book categorises questions into three levels of 
difficulty:

• Level 1: Recall questions or questions which require a single concept to solve

• Level 2: Application questions or questions which require 2 or 3 concepts to 
solve

• Level 3: Application questions or questions which require 3 or more concepts 
to solve

At the end of each unit, cross-topical extension questions are included to further 
challenge students.

Features:

• At least 1001 challenging questions for ample practice

• Rigorous questions arranged in ascending levels of difficulty

• Extension questions to further widen and reinforce students’ understanding of 
concepts

• Detailed solutions and explanations to facilitate understanding and learning

9789810634780 • All About Physics: 1001 MCQs for ‘O’ Level • $15.40
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Secondary Physics

MCQ Questions Workout ‘O’ Level
All About Physics: Multiple-Choice Questions Workout ‘O’ Level provides ample 
practice for students to excel in their GCE ‘O’ Level Physics examination. Topical 
questions provide targeted practice for students. The wide variety of questions 
consolidate knowledge and act as final preparation before the preliminary and 
GCE ‘O’ Level Physics examinations. Features include:

• Questions grouped according to the latest ‘O’ Level Physics syllabus

• Varied questions thoroughly test students’ understanding and application of 
Physics concepts

• Detailed answers to facilitate independent learning

9789810636906 • All About Physics: MCQ Questions Workout ‘O’ Level • $13.05

Structured Questions Workout ‘O’ Level
All About Physics: Structured Questions Workout ‘O’ Level provides ample 
practice for students to excel in their GCE ‘O’ Level Physics examination. Topical 
questions provide targeted practice for students. The wide variety of questions 
consolidate knowledge and act as final preparation before the preliminary and 
GCE ‘O’ Level Physics examinations. Features include:

• Questions grouped according to the latest ‘O’ Level Physics syllabus

• Varied questions thoroughly test students’ understanding and application of 
Physics concepts

• Detailed answers to facilitate independent learning

9789810636890 • All About Physics: Structured Questions Workout ‘O’ Level • $13.95

Physics Other
Hodder Education Quick Study Guide Science Physics 
‘O’ Level (3rd Edition) 
9789814676878 • Hodder Education Quick Study Guide Science Physics ‘O’ Level 
(3rd Edition) • $10.50

LQSG Physics ‘O’ Level (3rd Edition)
9789814676861 • LQSG Physics ‘O’ Level (3rd Edition) • $12.65
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